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I'm just sittin at the club
Lookin non chalent
People staring at me like whatcha want?
We can max in the back and chat and relax and
Laugh at you cats and dance with real models
On my mind again Heineken and beer bottles
Go sleepless, beaches with clear waters
Give you all you want, it's all I got
Even if we fall, we fall I'm yours or not, Now

(Chorus)
Give me all you got
Every little drop
Sprinkle sugar on the top
Make it hot
Lollypop
Give me all you got
Every little drop
Sprinkle sugar on the top
Make it hot
Lollypop

Now all you gotta do is give your hand to me
Keep your eyes up, show you what I plan to see
Girl, we can even start a family
A fantasy, a dream that you have to see
Now all you gotta do is give your hand to me
Keep your eyes up, show you what I plan to see
Girl, we can even start a family
A fantasy, a dream that you have to see

Yo you thought it'd be easy (easy)
Takes more than some empty words
To come please me
Mental gymnast got to intellect
With the appropriate to be my associate
And don't take this lightly, you gotta commit
I find your ass home nightly
I got mad, been on my own
We've both grown
If you can't handle the challenge, then get gone
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(Chorus)

Yo, we all about hugs and kisses, thugs and women
Fly to Venice and make love to your misses
Even if you gotta get pissed you know who this is
I said dude, I make moves like a stick shift
I get chicks when most players get tricked or get
pimped
Tight as a knot, who can ruin my name
Girl, let's get under those covers and I'm cool in the
game
(Chorus2x)
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